In this paper Lq → Lp boundedness of integral operator with operator-valued kernels is studied and main result is applied to convolution operators.
Introduction, notations and background
It is well-known that, solutions of some inhomogeneous differential and integral equations can be represented in the integral form. In order to investigate stability properties of these problems it is important to have boundedness of corresponding integral operators in the studied function spaces. For instance, the boundedness of Fourier multiplier operators play crucial role in the theory of linear PDE especially in the study of maximal regularity for elliptic and parabolic PDE. For exposition of the integral operators with scalar valued kernels see [2] and for the application of multiplier theorems see [3] , [6] and [7] .
Maria Girardi and Lutz Weis [1] recently proved that integral operator provided some measurability conditions and the following assumptions
are satisfied. Inspired from [1] we will show that (1) defines a bounded linear operator
. Here X and Y are Banach spaces over the field C and X * is the dual space of X. The space B(X, Y ) of bounded linear operators from X to Y is endowed with the usual uniform operator topology. Now let us state some important notations from [1] .
It is clear that if Y τ -norms X then the canonical mapping
Let (T, T , µ) and (S, S , ν) be positive measure spaces and
. ε(S, X) will denote the space of finitely-valued and finitely supported measurable functions from S into X i.e.
Note that ε(S, X) is norm dense in L p (S, X) for 1 ≤ p < ∞. Let L 0 ∞ (S, X) be the closure of ε(S, X) in L ∞ (S, X) norm. In general L 0 ∞ (S, X) = L ∞ (S, X) (see [ 
1, Proposition 2.2] and [1, Lemma 2.3]) .
A vector valued function f : S → X is measurable if there is a sequence (f n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ ε(S, X) converging (in the sense of X topology) to f and it is σ(X, Γ)measurable provided f (·), x * : S → K is measurable for each x * ∈ Γ ⊂ X * .
Often [E(X)] * = E * (X * ), for example, provided X has the Radon-Nikodym property. Let us remind an important fact that if X is reflexive or if X is separable, then X has the Radon-Nikodym property.
L q → L p estimates for Integral Operators
In this section we identify conditions on operator-valued kernel k : T × S → B(X, Y ), extending theorems in [1] so that
To prove our main result we shall use interpolation theorems of L p spaces. Therefore, we will study
boundedness of integral operator (1). The following two conditions are natural measurability assumptions on k : T × S → B(X, Y ). 
x i 1 Ai (s) ∈ ε(S, X) be fixed. Taking into account the fact that 1 ≤ θ, using the general Minkowski-Jessen inequality and assumptions of the theorem we obtain 
Proof. Suppose f ∈ ε(S, X) and y * ∈ Z are fixed. Let T f , T y * ∈ full T be corresponding sets due to Condition 2.1 and Condition 2.4. If t ∈ T f ∩ T y * then by using Hölder's inequality and assumptions of the theorem we get
Since,
In 
Then, for 1 q − 1 p = 1 − 1 θ and 1 ≤ q < θ θ−1 ≤ ∞ the mapping K extends to a bounded linear operator
Let us first consider conditional expectation operator
. From (2) it follows that
Hence, by Riesz-Thorin theorem ([5, Thm 5.1.2]) we have
Now, taking into account (3) and using the same reasoning as in the proof of [1, Lemma 3.9] one can trivially show assertion of this lemma. Remark 2.8. Note that choosing θ = 1 we get original results in [1] . For weak continuity and duality results see [1] . The next corollary plays important role in the Fourier Multiplier theorems. Corollary 2.9. Let Z be a subspace of Y * that τ -norms Y and 1
It is easy to see that k : R n → B(X, Y ) satisfies Condition 2.1, Condition 2.2 and Condition 2.4 with respect to Z. Thus, assertion of corollary follows from Theorem 2.7. Now we give definition and some basic properties of operator valued Fourier multipliers.
Definition 2.10. Let X be a Banach space and 1 ≤ u ≤ 2. We say X has Fourier type u if
The uniquely determined operator T m is the Fourier multiplier operator induced by m.
) and T * m maps E * 2 (Y * ) into E * 1 (X * ) then T m satisfies the continuity condition (5) . 
is finite; here q and s are main and smoothness indexes respectively.
Proofs of the next two theorems are based on Corollary 2.9 and some Fourier embedding theorems. Since, Fourier multiplier operator (4) can be written in the following convolution form
we can use Corollary 2.9 to prove L q (R N , X) → L p (R N , Y ) boundedness of (4). Remark 2.14. Note that (L q (R n , X), L p (R n , Y )) type Fourier multiplier theorems have significant application in the study of Carleman estimates and unique continuation properties for partial differential equations.
